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Department ofComputer Science, Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana 47907 
We define a mapping from the context-free grammars to the class of one- 
state pushdown acceptors. A turn-bounded grammar is a cfg for which its 
corresponding one-state pda is finite-turn. From S. Ginsburg and E. H. 
Spanier it follows that this class of grammars generates the ultralinear lan- 
guages. Our main result is that every turn-bounded grammar is equivalent to 
a turn-bounded grammar in Greibach form, a property not shared by the 
ultralinear grammars. Since Greibach's construction does not preserve turn- 
boundedness an alternate construction is required to obtain our result. As a 
corollary we have that every e-free ultralinear language is accepted by a one-  
s ta te  finite-turn pda that reads an input symbol on every move. 
INTRODUCTION 
The ultralinear languages were originally defined by Ginsburg and Spanier 
(1966) as those languages recognizable by finite-turn pushdown acceptors 
(a finite-turn pda is a pda for which a fixed bound exists on the number 
of times the stack changes its direction of growth in processing an input 
string). The ultralinear grammars, also defined in that paper, provide an 
alternate characterization f these languages; in fact, this class of grammars 
was shown to be identical to the class of nonterminal bounded grammars 
studied in a different context by Altman and Banerji (1965) and Banerji 
(1963). In works by Friant (1968), Fleck (1971), and Moriya (1973) other 
properties of the ultralinear grammars and languages have emerged. 
In this paper we define another class of context-free grammars that 
characterize the ultralinear languages, namely, the "turn-bounded" gram- 
mars. Employing a "natural" mapping from context-free grammars to 
one-state pushdown acceptors we define the turn-bounded grammars as 
those grammars whose images under this mapping are finite-turn pdas. 
* Research sponsored in part by the Purdue Research Foundation under an XL 
grant. 
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The class of grammars obtained in this way has a nonvoid intersection 
with the class of ultralinear grammars and both classes contain grammars 
not included in the other. 
The turn-bounded grammars are introduced and characterized in Sec- 
tion 2. Our main result is that every turn-bounded grammar is equivalent 
to a turn-bounded grammar in Greibach form, a property not shared by 
the ultralinear grammars. Since this result is analogous to that obtained 
by Greibach (1965) for arbitrary context-free grammars, it might seem 
reasonable to expect that Greibach's construction could be employed in 
our case. As we shall illustrate, turn-boundedness is not preserved by 
Greibach's original construction and therefore an alternate construction 
is required to obtain our result. As a corollary to our main result we have 
that every e-free ultralinear language is accepted by a finite-turn pda that 
reads an input symbol on every move. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
A context-free grammar (cfg) is a four-tuple, G = (N, Z, P, S), where 
N, 27, and P denote the sets of nonterminals, terminals and productions, 
respectively. S e N denotes the start symbol. For u, v e (N • ~)* we write 
u ~a v whenever u = ulAu 2 and v ~ ulwu 2 and there exists a production, 
p ~ (A --~ w) e P. Frequently we write "u :~  v" to emphasize that the 
production, p, relates v to u. The relation ~ (~+a) denotes the reflexive- 
transitive (transkive) closure of ~a .  I f  u *~a v, then we frequently write 
u ~ v, where ~r e P* is a specific derivation of v from u. The symbols 
~c.~,n (~a.rm) shall be used in describing leftmost (rightmost) derivations. 
I f  G = (N, 22, P, S) is a given grammar with _32 e N and U C N -- {X}, 
then the pair, 0 -~ (X, U), defines a subgrammar, Go = (No, E ~ U, Po , X),  
of G obtained by reducing 1 (N -  U, 27 U U, P', X),  where P' is obtained 
from P by removing all productions with left-part in U. Whenever 0 = 
(X, q~), (q~ denotes the empty set), we simply write Gx in place of Go. 
A subgrammar is said to be G-compatible if (U tj 27)* is closed under the 
relation, *~a. I f  Go, 0 = (X, U), is G-compatible, then we shall exploit 
the relation, L(Gx)= r(L(Go)), where r is the substitution defined by, 
r(a) = a for a ~ 27 and r (Y)  = L(Gr) for Y ~ U. 
If A is an alphabet, F C A, ~ e A and x e A *, then I x [, denotes the number 
of occurrences of S in x. Extending this notation, I x Ir ~ ~r  I x [~. 
1 A grammar  is " reduced"  i f  P = ~ or i f  for al l  X e N, S ~'6 uXv, for some uv and 
there  exists w c 2"  such that  X ~*  w. 
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We shall write I x I instead of l x I~ to denote the length of x. The null string 
shall be denoted by e. 
The class of ultralinear grammars was originally defined by Ginsburg 
and Spanier (1966) as an alternate characterization f the class of languages 
accepted by finite-turn pdas. 
DEFINITION. A cfg G = (N, X, P, S) is said to be ultralinear if there 
exists a partition {No, N 1 .... , N~} of N such that S ~ Nk and if A ~ N i ,  
0 ~ i~k ,  then (A~w)~P implies wc27*N,X* or w~(Z 'kdN 0td 
--. U N~_I)*. Such a partition is called an ultralinear decomposition. A language 
is ultralinear if it is generated by some ultralinear grammar. 
The next lemma represents a "normal form" theorem for ultralinear 
grammars. It follows directly from a result also found in Ginsburg and 
Spanier (1966). 
LEMMA 1.1. Every ultralinear language is generated by an ultralinear 
grammar, G -- (N, Z, P, S), in reduced form 1 with ultralinear decomposition, 
{No, 371 .... , Nk}, such that 
(i) N k - {S} and S does not appear in the right-part of any production, 
and 
(ii) I f  (A -~w)  eP - -{S- -~e},  and . / t~Ni ,  0 <~i <~k, then w 
(ZU NzZU 2N i L) NiNj,), wherej, ' < i. 
A formal definition of pushdown acceptor (pda) and its properties can 
be found in Ginsburg (1955) and in Hopcroft and Ullman (1969). Since we 
shall be concerned only with one-state pdas we adopt a more convenient 
notation. A one-state pda (1-pda) is a four-tuple, 3 I  = (Z, A, Z0,8), where 
27 and A denote the input and stack alphabets, respectively. Z0 E A denotes 
the initial stack symbol and 8 is a mapping from (Z u {e}) × A into the 
finite subsets of A*. 
Notation. I f  3 I  is a 1-pda, then a configuration of M is a pair (x, 71), 
where x ~ 27* represents the unscanned portion of the input and y ~ A* 
represents the stack contents with the top stack symbol corresponding to 
the left-most symbol of y. Let ~--M be the move relation defined on con- 
figurations of M; that is, (ax, Zy) ~---M (x, fly) whenever fi ~ 8(a, Z), where 
a c (27 k) {e}) and Z ~ A. The relation ~--M represents the reflexive-transitive 
closure of ~--M. I f  (x0, 70)~M (X'r~, Y~) then we shall often use ~--~ in 
place of ~-M to identify a specific sequence, b~ =/~/zz "../z n , of n moves 
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relating the initial and final configurations. The set accepted by M is the set 
T(M)  = {x ~ Z* I (x, Zo) ~-M (e, e)}. 
A "sweep" is a sequence of moves from some given configuration that 
eventually erases the top stack symbol of that configuration. A "turn" is 
a move-sequence which increases the stack length on the first move, decreases 
the stack length on the last move and leaves the stack length invariant on 
all other moves. ~ These terms are given formal status in the next definkion. 
DEFINITION. If M = (E, A, Z0, ~) is a 1-pda, then a sweep of M is a 
sequence of n moves, /x =/xl/~ 2 .../x~, n >/ 1, such that there exist con- 
figurations (x0,70) "'" (x~, 7,) for which (x,_l, 7~-1) ~---~ (x~, 7i), 1 ~< i ~< n, 
such that 17~1 >~ 17ol, 0 ~ i<n,  and 17~] -= 17oh- -1 .  A sequence 
/x is said to be a turn S if n /> 2, I70 I < 171/, ]T i l  = 1 7i+1 I for 1 ~< i < 
n - -1  and 17n--i ] ) 17n[" 
The class of pdas that will be of concern to us is the class of 1-pdas for 
which some fixed bound exists on the number of turns occurring in any 
sweep. Such pdas will be called "turn-bounded" and correspond to a sub- 
class of the finite-turn pdas studied by Ginsburg and Spanier. 
DEFINITION. Let M = (2J, A, Z0,3) be a 1-pda. If tx is a sequence of 
moves of M, then Turn(/~) shall denote the number of turns occurring in 
/x. M is said to be turn-bounded if there exists k >/0  such that Turn(t~) ~< k 
for all/z such that/x is a sweep of M. 
By establishing a correspondence b tween cfgs and 1-pdas we can study 
"turn-boundedness" as a formal property of grammars. A slight variation 
of a construction found in Ginsburg (1966) is employed to define this 
correspondence. 
DEFINITION. Let G ~ (N, 27, P, S) be a cfg. The canonical pda associated 
with G is the 1-pda, Me = (27, N t3 X, S, 3), where for all a ~ 27 and Z e N, 
(i) 3(a, Z) = {w 1 (Z --+ aw) ~ P), 
(ii) 3(e, Z) = {w ] (Z ~ w) a P, where w = e or w ~ N(N k) Z)*}, and 
(iii) 3(a, a) = {e}. 
It is clear from this definition that the canonical pda associated with 
a grammar in Greibach form will make no e-moves in an accepting sweep; 
2 Our definition of "turn" is slightly different from that of Ginsburg and Spanier 
(1966); we concern ourselves only with "local maxima" in stack length variation and 
require the stack length actually to increase on the first move of a turn. 
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an "E-move" is a move that does not advance the input scanner (i.e., moves 
defined by transitions of type (ii) above). We shall show in the next section 
that every e-free ultralinear language is accepted by a turn-bounded 1-pda 
having this property. 
2. TURN-BOUNDED GRAMMARS 
Ginsburg and Spanier (1966) demonstrated that the ultralinear languages 
are precisely those languages accepted by finite-turn (turn-bounded) pdas. 
The class of finite-turn pdas studied in that paper employed a number 
of states to "count" the turns in deciding whether or not to accept a given 
string. The class of ultralinear grammars were then obtained by a construction 
which mapped this class of pdas into the class of context-free grammars. 
An interesting question to ask at this point is whether or not every ultralinear 
language is generated by an ultralinear grammar in Greibach form. Un- 
fortunately the answer is "no," since this class of grammars generates 
only the regular sets. What we seek, therefore, is a more general class of 
grammars defining the ultralinear languages and having two additional 
properties; first, every grammar in the class must be equivalent to a Greibach 
grammar, also in the class, and secondly, each grammar must correspond 
in a "natural way" to a turn-bounded pda accepting the language it generates. 
In this section we show that the class of "turn-bounded" grammars has 
these properties. 
DEFINITION. Let G ~- (N, X, P, S) be a cfg. G is said to be turn-bounded 
if its associated canonical pda, M a , is turn-bounded. For each X E N we 
define 
turn(X) ~ Max{Turn(/~) [ 3w e Z'* such that (w, X) ~-(E, e)}, 
if it exists, 
= oo, otherwise. 
Clearly, a grammar is turn-bounded if and only if there exists k ~ 0 
such that turn(X) ~ k for all X ~ N. 
In order to simplify analysis of the canonical pda constructed from a 
given grammar we require that the grammar be in a special "canonical" 
form. It will be obvious from the definition that every cfg is equivalent to 
one in canonical form. 
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DEFINITION. Let G = (N, 27, P, S) be a cfg. G is said to be in canonical 
form if G is reduced and satisfies 
(i) (S--~ E)~ P implies S does not appear in the right part of any 
production, 
(ii) (A -+ w) ~ P - {S -+ E} implies w~Z'  or lwl  >~2 and w 
(N w XN)(N w X)*. 
The importance of grammars in canonical form arises from the fact that 
the behavior of their corresponding canonical pdas can be determined 
directly by examining the form of productions; in particular all and only 
those productions which are terminating correspond to moves of the pda 
which immediately decrease the stack length. Furthermore, all nonter- 
minating, nonright linear productions 3 correspond to moves which increase 
the stack length. These simple observations lead to the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let G-~ (N, X, P, S) be a cfg in canonical form. Then 
turn(X) = 0 if and only if X *~ c ~ implies c~ ~ X*(N t_) (E}). 
Our next lemma provides a necessary and sufficient condition for a 
canonical grammar to be turn-bounded. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let G-= (N, Z, P, S) be a canonical cfg and let I ~ = 
{X ~ N I turn(X) ~ 0}. Then G is turn-bounded if and only if for all Y ~ N, 
Y *~a uYv implies u ~ Z* and v E (Z v.) F)*. 
Proof. Let G be a canonical grammar. 
Only if: Let Y~ N. Since G is reduced there exists ~r' such that 
y ~r' ~a.~r~ w ~ 2]*. Now suppose there also exists a derivation, Y *~a uYv, 
where t u IN /-~ 1 or Iv ]N-r >/ 1. We show that G is not turn-bounded. 
Case Ju ly  ~ 1. In this case a production p =(A--+%Bl%B2% )CP  
must have been applied at some step of the derivation Y ~a uYv, where 
a 0 ~ (2J k3 {e}), %% ~ (N t3 27)*, B1, B 2 ~ N and B~ derives an occurrence 
of Y. Thus there exist %,  %,  % and % in P* and v 1, %,  v a~(Nv3 2J)* 
such that 
% P % ~a Ul%U2uaYva Y a,era~ UlAVl a~.tm, u1%Bl°~lB2V~ ~,d~n Ul%U2B2v2 a,¢%~ 
~t ~r 4 
Ul~oU2UaWU4 @ 27*. ::> Ul~O'/~2U3WY33 G,Em G,d~ 
* Z --~ ~ is right-linear if a ~ X*N. 
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Let ~ = ~1/z~/2~3~'~/4 be the sweep of 3¢a corresponding to the left-most 
derivation zr = ' " ~r 1 p~2%Tr 7r 4 , that is, 
(ul%u~uawu4 , Y) AVl) ~Mc B~alB2v~) ~-G (O~OU2U3WU4 ~
~e(~, E). 
Noting that v 2 =a2% we have lAy 11 < [Bl°hB~v~l > I B2v21. Thus 
at least one turn must occur in the sequence /zq2. I f  we take xk = 
(ul%u2ua) k w(u4) ~, for k ~ O, then ek = (~d~7~/a) ~ ~7'(~4) k is a sweep for 
which(xk, Y) ~k ~--Me (E, e) and Turn(¢k) ~ h. We conclude that turn(Y) ~ c~ 
and hence G is not turn-bounded. 
Case Iv IN-r ~ l. In view of the previous case we may assume there 
exist % such that, Y ~C,~m*'° uYv, where u ~ 27* and v -~ vlXv 2 for some 
X~N-  F. By Lemma 2.1 there exist z~27* and some sweep, ¢, of Me 
such that (z, X)~--~a (E, ~), where Turn(e) ~> 1. Thus there exist z '~  27* 
and ¢' such that (z', v) -~ (w', vlXv2) t --~' Me (e, ¢) and Turn(¢') /> 1. Let ~r~ 
be a left-most derivation of G corresponding to the sweep ¢'. Thus we have 
Y ~.% uYv ~.%, uwv ~.%~ uwz' e 27*. 
I f  we let VoV'~b' be the sweep of Me corresponding to %~"~r~, then ¢~ 
(~70) ~V'(¢')~: is a sweep of Me for each k /> 0, such that Turn(¢~) /> k. 
We conclude G is not turn-bounded. 
If: Assume that for all Y~N,  Y~euYv  implies u~27" and v 
(F w 27)*. We show that G is turn-bounded. To this end let R be the relation 
defined on N by 
(X, Y) ~ R if and only if there exist u, v ~ (N td 27)* such that 
X G uYv and ] uv ]N-r > O. e 
From our initial assumption it is easily verified that R is an irreflexive, 
asymetric, transitive relation on N. As a consequence, for some k /> 0, 
R induces a partition, No, N~ .... , N~ on N, where 
N O =(XeNl (X ,Y )  6Rfora l lYeN} 
and for i>  0, 
IX ~ N ](X, Y)~ R implies Y ~ (J N~. I . N~ 
d<¢ ] 
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Using this decomposition of N, the definition of R, and Lemma 2.1 it is 
straightforward to show 
(1) S eNT~, FC  No, and if Xc  N , ,  i >~ 0, and (X~ go) ~ P, then 
w e X*N,(X W F)* or w ~ (£ w/~ w No w "-" w N~_~)*. 
We show by induction on i that there exists an integer t i ~> 0 such that 
for all X e N i ,  Turn(X)  <~ t l .  
Case i -~ O. I f  X ~ 1"_C No, then by Lemma 2.1 we have turn(X) = 0. 
Let X e (N o - -  F)  and suppose X ~. t~ w e 2/*. We show that turn(X) ~< 1. 
From (1) it follows that if Z c (N  o -  1") and (Z- -~f i )~P,  then f ie  
X*(No-  1")(2:t3 1")* or fi ~ (2; U 1")*. Therefore the leftmost derivation, 
rr, has the form ~q pTr2, where p represents the last production rewriting 
some Y ~ (No - -  1"). Thus, 
~1 P ~2 
W~ 
G,flm , , 
where 
u e 2",  Y e (No --  1~), ~v e (2  w 1")*. 
Consider ~r 1 . Since G is in canonical form, then every production (if any) in rr 1 
must be of the form Z --~/~, where Z e (N o - -  1") and f ie  (27 k3 {E})(N 0 - -  F )  
(Z t3 F)*. Therefore if 01 is the sequence of moves of M a corresponding 
to ~1, then each move of 01 must preserve or increase the stack length. 
I f  02 is the sequence of moves of M a corresponding to 7r 2 , then 02 must 
erase ~v e (27 u P)* from the stack. Therefore since turn(Y) = 0 for each 
Y e 1", it follows that each move of 00 must decrease or preserve the stack 
length. Thus if 0 = 01/z02 is the sweep of M c corresponding to % where/~ 
corresponds to p, then Turn(0) ~< 1. Since rr was arbitrary it follows that 
turn(X) ~ 1, for all X e (N O - - / ' )  and hence N o . 
Inductive ease. Assume there exists t m ~ 0 such that for all X e Ni and 
i ~< m, turn(X)~< t~.  We shall establish that for all X e N~+I,  there 
exists t~n+l such that turn(X) ~ t~+ 1. 
Let X ~ Nm+ 1 and let X ~.e~ w e Z*. Again by appealing to (1) and an 
argument similar to that of the previous case, ~r can be written in the form 
*r 1 pTr2~r 3 , where p is the last production rewriting a nonterminal in Nm+l ; 
that is, 
X ~ P ~ ~3 
G,dm u lYv  ~ UlO~W ~ gO, a,e~ c~,~ ulu2v a~ ulU~Ua 
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where Y e Nm+l, v e (X t.) / ' )* and ct e (2' t.) f t.) No u "" • Nm)*. I f  we let 
01 ,/z, 02 and 0 s be the move-sequences of MG corresponding to ~r 1 , p, rre, 
and ~ra, respectively, then, as in the previous case, the stack length must 
be monotone nondecreasing during 01 and monotone nonincreasing during 03 . 
Since 0e erases ~ from the stack, then from the induction hypothesis and the 
form of a it follows that Turn(02) ~< t,~ "1 ~ IN, We conclude, therefore, 
that Turn(0dz020z) ~< 1 -~ t, n • I ~ IN ~< 1 q- t,~ • l, where l is the maximum 
number of nonterminals appearing in the right-part of any production. Since 
Ir was arbitrary it clearly follows that turn(X) ~< 1 + t,~ • l = tm+l • This 
concludes the induction and the proof. 
The following corollary corresponds to a result established by Ginsburg 
and Spanier (1966). 
COROLLARY. Every ultralinear language is generated by a turn-bounded 
grammar, G, in canonical form. 
Proof. Take G to be the grammar described in Lemma 1.1. Since G 
is ultralinear, G is also nonterminal bounded. Hence Y No uYv implies 
uv ~ X*, for all nonterminals Y of G. The result follows by Lemma 2.2. 
As mentioned earlier, our main result strengthens this corollary by adding 
the condition that G can be in Greibach form. The obvious approach to 
take in proving this result does not always work; that is, the standard 
Greibach construction need not produce a turn-bounded grammar when 
applied to a canonical grammar, even if original grammar is itself turn- 
bounded. This is illustrated by the following example. 
EXAMPLE. Let G = ({S, A}, {a, b}, P, S), where P = {S ~ Sb, S -+ Aa, 
A --~ Aa, A --,. Sb, A --~ a}. Then G' --  ({S, A, X, Y}, {a, b}, P', S), ob- 
tained by Greibach's construction, is defined by 
P'  = {S --~ aa, S -+ aYa, S --~ aaX, S ~ aYaX,  A ~ a, A ~ aY, Y ~ a, 
Y--~ aXb, Y -+ ab, Y----~ aY, Y--~ aXbY, Y--~ abY, X--~ bX, X---~ b}. 
Clearly, a simple transformation of G' will produce a grammar in canonical 
form. The difficulty arises, however, due to the production, Y-+ aXbY, 
which produces an immediate violation to the condition of Lemma 2.2. 
Thus G' is not turn-bounded. 
In the example above, the observation to be made is, of course, that G 
generates a regular set and thus the entire set of (left-linear) productions, 
P, can be replaced by an equivalent set of right-linear productions to obtain 
a grammar in the desired form. This is the basic idea we employ in defining 
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an alternate construction of Greibach form for the class of ultralinear gram- 
mars; that is, for each pair of nonterminals X, Y ~ N we identify the regular 
set, Rxr = {w ~ Z* ] X ~ c Yw}. The left-linear productions are removed 
and replaced by right-linear productions generating the sets Rxv.  As we 
shall see, this approach will preserve turn-boundedness. The next lemma 
defines this construction for linear grammars. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let G = (N, Z, P, S) be a linear cfg in reduced form such 
that (A --+ w) ~ P implies w E Z or ] w ] >~ 2. Furthermore, let 
(i) P~ = P n (N X NZ+), 
(ii) P~=P- -P~,  
(iii) A~ and A~ be the smallest subsets of N such that S E A~ and Pr C_ 
A~ X (Z u A~) +, 
(iv) Gxr = (Nxr ,  Z, Pxr ,  ¢xr) be a reduced right-linear grammar 4 
generating Rxr = {w ~ Z + ] X ~ + Yw} such that Pxr C Nxr × (Z u ZNxr), 
for each X, Y ~ N such that Rxr @ q~, and finally let 
(v) N '  = A~ w & w (U~,~ N~) ,  
where 
P'  = P~ U (Ux,r Pxr) U P", 
P" = {X ~ Waxr ] (Y  ~ w) ~ P~ and axr ~ N'}. 
Then P' C_ N'  × Z(N'  v X)* and L(G) = L(G'), where G' = (N', X, P' ,  S). 
Furthermore, G' is in canonical form if G is. 
Proof. First we note that Pr C _ N × Z+(N u {e})Z* and if G is canonical 
form, then Pr _C N X Z(N u {e})Z*. Thus it clearly follows from (iv) and 
(v) that P 'C  N '  × 2(N 'u  X)* and that G' is in canonical form whenever 
G is. To establish that L(G) -= L(G') we observe that if S ~ x e 27*, then 
~r ~ ~r0~r 1 "'" ~2~_l~r~e, for some k >/0,  where 7r~i a P~*, 0 ~< i ~< k, and 
rr21_ 1 ~ P~+P~ for 1 ~ i ~< h. Since P~. C p '  then ~5 ,] even, can be reproduced 
directly in G'. If  j is odd, then ~r~ = rr/p~ Pz+Pr and there exist X, Y ~ N 
such that X ~/  Yu ~ wu. Thus u ~ Rxr and p' = (X - -~  WfYXy ) ~ P'. 
Therefore in G' we have X ~g;  Waxy ~+xr wu. Hence every derivation 
in G can be simulated by an equivalent derivation in G'. We conclude 
L(G) C__ L(G'). 
4 The sets Nxr,  X, Y ~ N are assumed to be pairwise disjoint and disjoint from N. 
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The reverse inclusion is established by considering an arbitrary rightmost 
derivation, 0, in G'. We have 
0 = Oopl"O 1" ... p~k_lO;t~_lO2k, for some k ~> 0, where 02, E Pr*, 
O <~ i <~ k, 
P2~-1 ~ P" and 0~i-1 ~ P+r, for some pair XY depending on i, 
l~ i~k .  
By essentially reversing the argument above it follows that L(G')C_L(G) 
and hence L( G) = L( G'). 
The next theorem represents our main result. In the proof of this result 
we describe a construction technique for producing a Greibach grammar 
equivalent o an ultralinear grammar in normal form. Our approach is 
to apply the construction of Lemma 2.3 to each linear subgrammar of the 
given ultralinear grammar. Each subgrammar is determined by a pair, 
0 = (A, Vi), where A ~ N i (the ith partition class of an ultralinear decom- 
position) and Vi is the union of all partition classes having index less than i. 
THEOREM 2.1. Every ultralinear language, L, is generated by a canonical 
turn-bounded grammar in Greibach form. 
Proof. I f  L _C {E}, the result is trivial and so assume L -- {~} ~ ~. Let 
G = (N, Z, P, S) be an ultralinear grammar generating L --  {e}. We may 
assume G has the form described in Lemma 1.1 with ultralinear decomposi- 
tion {No, N1 ,..., NTc}. We shall show by induction on i that for all A ~ N~, 
the subgrammar, GA, of G is equivalent o a canonical turn-bounded 
grammar, GA' = (NA', Z, PA', d), in Greibach form. 
The argument for i = 0 is a simple version of the argument for the 
inductive case. We shall note the appropriate simplifications when they 
occur. 
In what follows we shall let V , .=  U,<rN3, for each r ~>0 (V 0 =~) ,  
and for each A ~ N we let G A ~ (N A , Z, PA, A) denote the subgrammar 
of G defined by A. 
(2) Induction hypothesis: Assume for each Z e V,~ and some m ~> 0 
that G z is equivalent to a canonical, turn-bounded grammar, Gz '= 
(Nz', 27, Pz', Z), in Greibach form. 
We show that (2) holds for each Z e V,~+I -- Vm ~3 N~ . Let A ~ Arm. 
By the form of G we have 
(3) PA C Na × (2J u ZNm u N,,~X ~ V,,~ Vm), where NA C_ Vm+~. 
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From (3) it follows that Go = (No, Z u V~, Po, A), 0 = (_/1, V,,), is a 
G-compatable linear subgrammar of G with No C N,~. By applying Lemma 
2.3 to Go we obtain an equivalent grammar, Go' = (No', Z u V,~, Po', A), 
satisfying 
(4) Po' C_ No' × (Z kJ ZN o u V~)(No ' - -  No u {E}), where for all Y 
(No' -- No), Y *~a o, ~ implies c~ ~ Z+(No ' -- No kJ {e}). 
Note. In case m = 0 we have GA = Go =--Go'. Furmermore, since 
V 0 = q~ it follows from (4) that Go' is a Greibaeh grammar in canonical 
form. The condition of Lemma 2.2 is easily verified for Go' and thus by 
taking G A' = Go' the proof is complete for the case m = 0. 
Let VA = {Z~ Vr~IZ appears in Po'} and let Gz' = (Nz', Z, Pz', Z) 
be the grammar described in (2) for each Z~ Va. The grammar GA' = 
(NA', Z, iDA', A) is defined by 
NA' = No' U [Z~vANZ ']
(we assume the sets, Nz', are pairwise disjoint and disjoint from No'), 
where 
and 
PA' = (Po' - Q) u Q' w [zUvAPz'], 
Q = Po' n [No' × V.42(No ' -- No u {e})] 
Q' = {Y --+ wa I (Y  ~ Za) ~ Q and (Z --+ w) ~ Pz'}" 
By (2), G z' is a canonical grammar in Greibach form. Thus from (4) and the 
definition of PA' it is clear that GA' is a canonical grammar in Greibach 
form. If r is the substitution defined by, r(a) = a for a ~ 2J and r(Z) = L(Gz) 
for Z ~ V~, then we have L(GA) = r(L(Go)). Since Go' is equivalent to Go 
we also have, L(GA) = -r(Z(Go')). By (2), r(Gz) = Z(Gz') for each Z ~ Vm 
and so by definition of GA' it is clear that L(GA ' ) :  z (L (Go ' ) ) :  L(GA). 
Let I ~ = {X ~ NA' l turn(X)  = 0). To show that G A' is turn-bounded we 
need to establish (5) for each Y c NA'. 
(5) Y ~cA. uYv implies u ~ Z* and v ~ (Z u/1)*.  
Since G z' is turn-bounded for each Z ~ VA, then (5) holds for all Y E 
NA'--No'. From (4) we have that No' - -No  C_ 1" and if Y~No,  then 
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u e 27* and v e (No'- -No)*C_ F*. Thus (5) holds for all Y e NA' and G A' 
is turn-bounded by Lemma 2.2. This completes the induction. 
We conclude that G = Gs is equivalent o a canonical turn-bounded 
grammar, Gs', in Greibach form. By adding S --* e to Ps' if and only if 
• eL,  the proof is complete. 
As our final result we state the following. 
COROLLARY. Every k-free ultralinear language is accepted by a one-state 
pda which makes no c-moves. 
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